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Ideas CompetItIon for the redesIgnIng of the area  

surroundIng the Champ-de-mars metro statIon

1 introduCtion

The Ville de Montréal is pleased to launch an ideas competition for the redesigning 
of the area surrounding the Champ-de-Mars métro station. 

This competition is one of the five “shukôs,” or creative challenges, issued by the 
Mayor of Montréal, Gérald Tremblay, as part of the commitments made by the 
Ville de Montréal and its partners in the Action Plan 2007–2017 – Montréal, Cultural 
Métropolis. One of the goals of this plan is to promote excellence in design and 
architecture by widening the use of competitions, which in turn will help position 
Montréal as a UNESCO City of Design.

The competition is jointly organized by the Division de l’urbanisme (program aspects) 
and the Design Montréal office (organizational and promotional aspects) of the Ville 
de Montréal’s Service de la mise en valeur du territoire et du patrimoine. 

The competition regulations and procedures are overseen by a steering committee 
made up of the main public bodies involved, namely, the Ville de Montréal and the 
Société de transport de Montréal.

The competition is aligned with the detailed planning approach for the Ville-Marie 
expressway, outlined in the Ville de Montréal’s Urban Plan. It is being launched 
concurrently with a feasibility study on covering the expressway. That study, 
being conducted jointly by the Ministère des Transports du Québec and the Ville 
de Montréal, will assess, among other possible options, the technical and financial 
feasibility of relocating the expressway exit ramps located near the Champ-de-Mars 
métro station.

The purpose of the competition is to elicit exploration and illustrations of a variety of 
development concepts made possible by the potential relocation of the expressway 
exit ramps. 

Given the complexity of the technical validation process taking place concurrently, 
this is strictly an ideas competition, the results of which are intended to inourish a 
reflexion process by the public bodies, groups, citizens and professionals concerned 
with the future of the district. Therefore, it is not a project competition leading to 
the construction of any of the proposals received.

Entries must be anonymous and the competition is a single-stage one. Entrants 
must have their principal address in Canada. There are two entry categories, one 
for professionals and one for students.
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2 definitions 

Entrant: Person, or group of people acting under the co-ordination of a professional 
or student, that submits a proposal as part of the competition.

Entry: All of the documents contained in the proposal submitted by an entrant in 
the competition.

Professional: Any practitioner who is a member of a professional order or associa-
tion and graduate of a Canadian university program of study in the field of design or 
production of urban development projects (e.g., architecture, environmental design, 
landscape architecture, industrial design, urban design, urban planning) or whose 
practice in the field is recognized by his or her peers (in the latter case, recognition must 
be attested by means of two letters from professionals, which must be included 
with the entry). 

Student: Any person enrolled full-time, as of Fall 2009, in a Canadian university 
program in the fields of design or production of urban development projects (e.g., 
architecture, environmental design, landscape architecture, urban design, urban 
planning). 

Winner: Entrant whose presentation is selected by the competition jury.

3 eligibility

This competition is open to any professional or student, or group of designers acting 
under the co-ordination of a professional or student, whose principal address is 
in Canada. Note that a professional cannot be a member of a team entered in the 
Student category. A student, however, may be a member of a team entered in the 
Professional category. Entrants may form teams with all types of creative and design 
practitioners.

Registration for the concept competition is free and mandatory. The registration form, 
available online at realisonsmontreal.com, must be completed by Friday, January 15, 
2010. In the case of a team entry, a team representative is designated, who may be 
either a professional or a student and who will act as that entrant’s co-ordinator and 
official representative. All communications from the competition organizers will be 
transmitted to this person. The language of the competition is French; (see Point 
7.3.1 for details) the entrant or team co-ordinator must be able to communicate in 
this language. 

Entries must be anonymous, and any indication or information transmitted by 
anyone to the competition organizers or jury members that may compromise 
anonymity will result in the automatic rejection of the entry in question. Each 
entrant may submit or participate in one proposal only.

To be eligible, the entrant’s proposal must be complete and must comply with the 
conditions set out in these regulations. Any entry that does not contain all of the 
documents listed under Point 7, or that contains panels or files whose dimensions or 
electronic file formats do not comply with the competition rules, will be automati-
cally disqualified.
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 3.1 notiCe

Persons taking part in the organization of the competition, jury members and 
contributors to the development of the program, as well as members of their families, 
their business partners and persons employed by them, are forbidden to enter the 
competition. Employees of the Ville de Montréal are also ineligible. 

Any false declaration, as well as non-compliance, whether in whole or in part, with 
the terms and conditions of this competition will result in the immediate rejection 
of the associated entry or proposal.

4 purpose and objeCtives of the ideas Competition

The proposed covering of the Ville-Marie expressway and relocation of the Rue 
Saint-Antoine and Rue Sanguinet exit ramps makes it possible to envision urban 
revitalization in the surrounding area, restoration of the street grid and creation 
of public spaces of singular quality, befitting City Hall as well as one of the main 
pedestrian access routes to Old Montréal, both of which are nearby. 

This requalification of the district facing City Hall would be a logical extension of 
projects completed in recent years, such as the development of the Quartier Inter-
national de Montréal (QIM), to correct the scar in the city’s urban fabric caused by 
the Ville-Marie expressway trench. 

The area lies at the junction of the old and new cities, and has undergone major trans-
formations throughout its history: the channelling of the Saint-Martin Creek, which 
accompanied the construction of Rue Saint-Antoine; establishment of the Faubourg 
Saint-Laurent; and construction of the métro and the Ville-Marie expressway. The 
Champ-de-Mars métro station, with its magnificent stained-glass work by artist 
Marcelle Ferron, is one of the few landmarks remaining from the time before the 
construction of the Ville-Marie expressway, and is envisioned as the cornerstone of 
the proposed renewal. 

 4.1 purpose of the Competition

Generally speaking, this ideas competition seeks to provide food for collective 
thought about the pivotal role played by the area around the Champ-de-Mars métro 
station, as a link between downtown and the historic district of Old Montréal. 

The competition invites entrants to ponder the question of an urban scar as a locus 
of creation and innovation when planning renewal of the public domain or the 
design of new public spaces. More specifically, it seeks proposals that explore and 
illustrate the design possibilities created by the planned covering of the expressway 
trench and the moving of the exit ramps away from the immediate perimeter of the 
Champ-de-Mars métro station. 

Entrants are invited to design ideas for interventions in the existing public domain 
around the métro station, which constitutes one of the main pedestrian access routes 
into Old Montréal.

The proposal must complement the sequence of existing public spaces and take 
into account the current and future built environment, including the impending 
Centre hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal (CHUM). It must encourage citizen 
appropriation of the urban environment and be a public realm framework that 
facilitates movement through the city. 
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The proposal must give the métro station pride of place and highlight its visual 
and functional relationship to the Cité Administrative (constituted by the City and 
Provincial Government buildings), the Champ de Mars and the historic district of 
Old Montréal. It must enable reinforcement of the connections and public access 
routes between the métro and the surrounding public areas.

It may include: 

·  definition of the geometry of a public space and its formal and functional rela-
tionships to the structures that may surround it;

·  exploration and expression of the possible uses of the new space(s) thus 
created;

·  exploration of materials and street furniture suited to the space(s); and

·  a series of design elements with the Champ-de-Mars métro station as the pivot 
point, and which may extend to the boundaries of the design area perimeter and 
into the greater public domain beyond.

Design Area Perimeter 

The design area perimeter includes the immediate vicinity of Champ-de-Mars métro 
station, which may undergo radical transformation when the expressway trench is 
covered over and the exit ramps are relocated. The perimeter also takes in a wider 
area, so as to enable entrants to examine the issue of the links to be created between 
the spaces surrounding the métro station and the other significant sites nearby. 

The perimeter is illustrated on the map below.

 See appendix 4 for an enlarged version of this map
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 4.2 objeCtives of the Competition 

The general objective of the competition is to spark debate around, and interest 
in, the quality of public spaces in Montréal. It will enable professionals and 
students—who may, if they wish, form teams with all types of creative and design 
practitioners—to propose their vision of a space to be created that has the potential 
to enrich the overall understanding and vision of the multiple ways of looking at 
the city. Overall, the competition aims to: 

·  promote emulation and participation by professionals and students as well as 
dialogue with creative and design practitioners from a variety of disciplines; 

·  elicit debate around, and interest in, the quality of public spaces in Montréal 
among its citizens;

·  generate design ideas that could contribute to the conceptual thought on one or 
more public spaces; and

·  generate reflection about the meaning and uses of a public space.

The specific objective of the competition is to explore and illustrate design options 
in view of the potential reshaping of public spaces stemming from the covering of 
the expressway and substantial modifications to adjacent roadway infrastructure. 
This objective includes the following components: 

·  Drawing attention to the Champ-de-Mars métro station, including the stained 
glass work by the internationally renowned artist Marcelle Ferron;

·  Affirming the visual and functional relationships between the Champ-de-Mars 
métro station and City Hall;

·  Reinforcing of the pedestrian access routes from the métro station to Old Montréal, 
the Cité Administrative and the other adjacent areas of the city;

·  Creating an outstanding public landscape that befits the nearby City Hall;

·  Instituting a comfortable and attractive set of public spaces near the future 
CHUM;

·  Connecting the area to the Faubourg Saint-Laurent via the restoration of public 
spaces above the expressway towards Rue Saint-Antoine; and

·  Complementing the sequence of existing and planned public spaces along the 
east-west axis above the Ville-Marie expressway: Square Victoria, Place Jean-Paul-
Riopelle, Square Viger, the Esplanade de Radio-Canada, Square Papineau.
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5 timetable

phases dates

launCh monday, november 2 2009

deadline for entries friday, january 15 2010

reCeipt of proposals wednesdaym february 10, 2010

jury deliberations
monday and tuesday 
marCh 8 and 9 2010

announCement of winners marCh 2010

promotion seCond quarter of 2010

6 registration

Registration for the concept competition is free and mandatory. The registration 
form, available online at realisonsmontreal.com, must be completed by Friday, 
January 15 2010, at 5 p.m. (local time). 

We will then mail out a cd-rom containing all the documents listed in Appendix 7. 
This will constitute confirmation of registration.

7 required doCuments 

The only documents that are to be provided and submitted by entrants are listed 
below. No supplementary document must be submitted, and any violation of this 
rule will result in the proposal being rejected. 

Documents must be submitted in both hard copy and electronic format. 

 7.1 entrant or team identifiCation Code

Each entrant (individual or team) must create an entrant identification code 
consisting of:

·  (if a professional entrant) the letter P followed by a hyphen and a sequence of 
3 digits and 2 letters (e.g., p-123ab)

·  (if a student entrant) the letter E (for étudiant) followed by a hyphen and a sequence 
of 3 digits and 2 letters (e.g., e-123ab)
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 7.2 entrant or team entry form

Each entrant (individual or team) must include the completed entry form with its 
proposal.

The form must be delivered anonymously, in a sealed, opaque 8  x 11 in. envelope, 
bearing no marks other than the entrant identification, such that it does not allow, by 
any means, the name of the entrant or those of the team members to be identified. 

 7.2.1 entry form, professIonal Category (p)

The completed entry form (Appendix 1) including:

·  the entrant identification code;

·  the name(s) of the team participant(s);

·  identification of the team representative along with that person’s postal and 
e-mail contact information;

·  proof that the team representative is a member of a professional order or asso-
ciation OR is a graduate of a recognized university program in the field of design 
or production of urban development projects OR two letters from professionals 
attesting to peer recognition. 

If the form runs to more than one page, all pages must be numbered. 

 7.2.2 entry form, student Category (e)

The completed entry form (Appendix 2) including:

·  the entrant identification code 

·  the name(s) of the team participant(s)

·  identification of the team representative along with that person’s postal and 
e-mail contact information;

·  proof that the team representative is enrolled full-time in a recognized Canadian 
university program in the field of design or production of urban development 
projects.

If the form runs to more than one page, all pages must be numbered.

 7.3 projeCt presentation paCkage

The project presentation package must include the components described below.

 7.3.1 tWo presentatIon panels

Two panels in a1 format (841 x 594 mm or 24 x 36 in.). Each panel must be mounted 
on a lightweight backing with thickness 5 mm, with text and images oriented 
lengthwise (“landscape” format) as follows:

A
P-123Ab

b
P-123Ab
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Panel A: Conceptual approach

Panel A must include the entrant identification code and title of the proposal, 
positioned on the lower right. This panel serves to outline the project’s conceptual 
approach. It must include a text in French, no more than 500 words in length, 
explaining and summarizing the proposal. The elements included on the panel (e.g., 
schematics, diagrams, sketches, photos, references) must provide the reader with an 
understanding of the foundations and general idea of the project.

note An English version of the text may be included with the package as a separate document.

Panel B: Representation of the project

Panel B must include the entrant identification code and title of the proposal, 
positioned on the lower right. This panel serves to present drawings or other visual 
documentation depicting the form of the project and providing the reader with an 
understanding and appreciation of the proposed effects and atmospheres. It must 
include, at a minimum, a plan, section and elevation, as well as a three-dimensional 
view (axonometric, perspective or 3d rendering), at the scales best suited to a proper 
understanding of the project.

Understanding that the graphic materials submitted may be used for widespread 
public promotion, the representation methods used must facilitate the comprehen-
sion of the project by the general public.

 7.3.2 reproduCtIon In a3 format of the presentatIon panels

A reduced-scale reproduction on a3 format paper (297 x 420 mm or 11 x 17 in.) of 
each of the two presentation panels must also be submitted. 

 7.3.3 VIdeo or 3d anImatIon

Entrants must submit a video or 3d animation lasting no more than one (1) minute 
that provides the viewer with a good grasp of the origins, concept, atmospheres or 
form of the project. Video or 3D animation submited may contain sounds or music 
but must be without narration.

Video files submitted must be viewable using one of the following software 
applications: 

·  Quicktime 
·  Windows Media Player 
·  Flash Player 

Acceptable formats are mov, mpeg (.mpg) and avi.

 7.3.4  eleCtronIC platform 

Entrants must submit a dvd, clearly labelled with the entrant or team identification 
code (format p-123ab or e-123ab, as applicable) containing all of the presentation 
package components in pdf format using a 300 dpi resolution and the video or 3D 
animation in the selected format.

The files on the dvd must bear the following names:

·  09scm_formulaire_p-123ab.pdf 
·  09scm_a_p-123ab.pdf
·  09scm_b_p-123ab.pdf
·  09scm_a_mini_p-123ab.pdf
·  09scm_b_mini_p-123ab.pdf
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·  09scm_video _p-123ab.mov, mpeg or avi
·  09SCM_ENGTXT_P-123ab.pdf (if applicable)

All documents must be submitted anonymously. No entrant name must appear 
either on the front or the reverse side of any document nor with the video or 3D 
animation. In addition, the identification code and letter identifying the panel must 
appear on the front side of each document (lower right of the panels).

note Proposals must be written in French.

An acknowledgement of receipt will be sent by e-mail to each entrant representative. 

 7.4  notiCe

All proposals received will be examined to assess their compliance with the competition 
regulations. The jury will discard any piece submitted other than those stipulated. 

8 mailing address for entries

To maintain anonymity throughout the entire process, all documents submitted 
must be labelled with the entrant identification code only.

Proposals must be delivered to the address below no later than February 10,  
2010, at 5 p.m. (local time). 

Concours d’idées 
Aménagement des abords de la station Champ-de-Mars 
A/S bureau Design Montréal 
303, rue Notre-Dame est, 6e étage 
Montréal, Québec 
h2y 3y8

Packages that are not received before this deadline will not be accepted. 

 8.1 notiCe

The Ville de Montréal will bear no responsibility for any damage, deterioration or loss 
of entrants’ proposals, regardless of its nature, during their transmission or delivery, 
or their receipt by the Ville de Montréal, and while they are in its possession. 

9 CoPyright And ownershiP ConsiderAtions

By submitting proposals, all entrants grant to the Ville de Montréal, at no cost, a 
non-exclusive licence, without territorial limitations, for the duration provided for 
in the Copyright Act, authorizing it to disseminate the results of the competition, 
regardless of format, including via Internet. This licence will be granted for non-
commercial and archiving purposes.

Each entrant warrants to the Ville de Montréal that it is the sole owner or user of 
the copyright on the documents making up its proposal. Each entrant shall hold the 
Ville de Montréal harmless from any claim pursuant to that copyright, including 
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moral rights, and pledges to defend the Ville de Montréal in any proceedings brought 
against it pursuant to that copyright, and to indemnify it in capital, interest and 
costs, in the case of any adverse ruling against it.

10 the jury and the projeCt assessment Criteria

A eight-member jury, consisting of recognized persons from the field of architecture, 
landscape architecture and urban planning, will be appointed with evaluating the 
projects submitted to the competition as per the criteria outlined below. 

The jury members are: 

Melvin Charney, architect

Odile Decq, architect and Director of the École Spéciale d’Architecture, Paris

Jacques Des Rochers, Curator of Canadian Art, Montréal Museum of Fine Arts

Michel Dionne, architect, Cooper, Robertson & Partners, New York

Raphaël Fischler, urban planner and professor at the School of Urban Planning, 
McGill University

Mario Masson, landscape architect and Division Manager, Service du dévelop-
pement culturel, qualité du milieu de vie et diversité ethnoculturelle, Ville de 
Montréal

Alessandra Ponte, associate professor at the School of Architecture, Université 
de Montréal

Philippe Poullaouec-Gonidec, landscape architect and holder of the UNESCO 
Chair in Landscape and Environmental Design at Université de Montréal

The jury will be co-chaired by Melvin Charney (Montréal) and Odile Decq (Paris), 
both internationally renowned architects and artists.

In the event that a member of the jury is unable to fulfil his or her duties, the 
competition steering committee has designated Georges Adamczyk, professor at 
Université de Montréal and researcher with the Laboratoire d’étude de l’architecture 
potentielle (L.e.a.p.), as substitute member. 

 10.1 evaluation Criteria

In evaluating each project, the jury members will consider the following criteria, 
among others: 

·  enhancement of the architecture and stained glass work of the Champ-de-Mars 
métro station; 

·  reinforcement of the pedestrian links and access routes from the métro station 
and all of the surrounding areas;

·  the innovative and esthetic qualities of the project and the atmosphere created 
by the planned interventions.

The jury will see only the identification code. Over the full course of their delibera-
tions, members will not have access to entrants’ names. 

If the jury is unable to recommend any winners, it will notify the Ville de Montréal 
of this and justify its decision.
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The results of the competition will be unveiled at a public announcement in march 
2010.  All entrants will be notified of the results at the same time, by e-mail. The 
jury’s decision may not be appealed.

At the close of the competition, the jury secretary will submit the conclusions of 
the jury deliberations in a report to the Design Montréal office.

11 prizes

A total prize amount of $50,000 will be distributed to the winners of the competition. 

The prize amount is distributed as follows: 

In the Professional category, a total amount of $40,000: 

 First prize: $20,000 
 Second prize: $12,500 
 Third prize: $7,500

In the Student category, a total amount of $10,000:

 First prize: $5,000 
 Second prize: $3,000 
 Third prize: $2,000

However, the jury is sovereign, and it may re-allocate the prize amounts as it sees fit, 
as long as the totals established for the Professional ($40,000) and Student ($10,000) 
categories are respected.

Honourable mentions may also be awarded, at the jury’s discretion.

12 promotion

To elicit public interest in the objective and results of the competition, as well as do 
justice to entrants’ efforts, the Ville de Montréal will promote the proposals accepted 
as part of this competition, according to terms and conditions that remain to be 
defined and that may include: 

·  a public exhibition; 

·  as part of a symposium or conference, a dialogue between entrants or winners 
and the public; 

·  various forms of publication, either in the form of articles in specialty or general-
interest publications, or as part of a specific work; 

·  a website dedicated to the promotion of the proposals.

The concept competition does not include a commitment to produce the winning 
project; it is a process of creation and reflection.

13 questions and answers 

Entrants who wish to obtain further information about these regulations must 
send their questions to the Design Montréal office by e-mail, no later than 
January 15 2010, at this address: info@realisonsmontreal.com. Questions can be 
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in either language but please note that the response will be in french. Questions 
and answers will be posted on realisonsmontreal.com web site on December 11 
2009 and on January 15 2010.

14 CheCklist 

Entries must be in French.

A complete entry consists of all of the following components:

 1  The completed and signed entry form bearing the entrant or team 
identification code
·  With, for professionals:

Proof that the team representative is a graduate of a recognized univer-
sity program in the field of design or production of urban development 
projects OR is a member of a professional order or association OR two 
letters from professionals attesting to peer recognition. 

·  For students:

Proof that the team representative is enrolled full-time in a recognized 
Canadian university program in the field of design or production of 
urban development projects.

 2, 3  Two presentation panels in a1 format, mounted on a lightweight 
backing and bearing, on the front side, the entrant or team identifica-
tion code
·  Panel A: Conceptual approach

·  Panel B: Representation of the project

 4, 5  A reduced-scale printout in a3 format of panels A and B

 6 A dvd containing: 
·  Files in .pdf format: 

the completed entry form  
panels A and B in a1 format  
panels A and B in a3 format

·  Video or 3d animation file in .mov, .mpg or .avi format

·  The file names must be as specified in Point 7.3.4.

Any document submitted in addition to those listed above will not be considered 
by the jury.

The only other document that may be considered by the jury is an English trans-
lation, submitted as a separate document, of the text appearing on Panel A. This 
document must be sent with the panels.

Any entry that does not contain all of the documents listed above, or that contains 
panels or files whose dimensions or electronic file formats do not comply with the 
specifications stated herein, will be automatically disqualified.
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appendix 1

entry form
professIonal Category 
( p )

entrant 
IdentIfICatIon Code

 

team representative

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

2nd member

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

3rd member

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle
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4th member 

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

5th member

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

Do not forget to attach proof that the team representative is a graduate of a recognized 
university program in urban planning OR is a member of a professional order or association, 
OR two letters from professionals attesting to peer recognition.

We hereby state our intention to ideas the concept competition for the redesigning of the area 
around Champ-de-Mars métro station. 

date 

signature  
of representative 

note  To ensure registration, the online registration form (available from realisonsmontreal.com) must be completed 
byFriday, January 15, 2010. This entry form, completed and signed, must be delivered in a sealed package with 
all the other documents by Wednesday, February 10, 2010 (by 5 p.m, local time).
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appendix 2

entry form 
student Category 
( e )

entrant 
IdentIfICatIon Code

 

team representative

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

2nd member

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

3rd member

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle
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4th member 

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

5th member

name

address

e-maIl

telephone

brIef profIle

Do not forget to attach proof that the team representative is enrolled in a recognized 
Canadian university program in the field of design or production of urban development 
projects.

We hereby state our intention to enter theideas competition for the redesigning of the area 
surrounding the Champ-de-Mars metro Station 

date 

signature  
of representative 

note  To ensure registration, the online registration form (available from realisonsmontreal.com) must be completed 
byFriday, January 15, 2010. This entry form, completed and signed, must be delivered in a sealed package with 
all the other documents by Wednesday, February 10, 2010 (by 5 p.m, local time).
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appendix 3 
exCerpt from the urban plan, 2004, VIlle de montréal
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appendix 3 
exCerpt from the urban plan, 2004, VIlle de montréal
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appendix 4 
perImeter of aCtIon
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appendix 5 
map
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appendix 6 
orthophoto
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appendix 7
lIst of doCuments aVaIlable at tIme of regIstratIon

Cd ConCours Champ-de-mars

 1  fiChiers-dwg

  Cartographie
  ·  CHM-CARTO.dwg
  ·  CHM-CARTO.pdf

  MNT+Batiment3D
  ·  MNT+Batiment3D.dgn
  ·  MNT+Batiment3D.dwg

  Ortho-Photo
  ·  CHM-ORTHOphoto.dwg
  ·  CHM-ORTHOphoto.pdf
  ·  CHM-ORTHOphoto-A0-2000.pdf
  ·  CHM-ORTHOphoto-A0-4000.pdf
  ·   299-5039.ecw à 301-5042.ecw -12 files 
   Note: .ecw extension compatible with AUTOCAD MAP

 2 vues-Champ-de-mars

  ·  PLAN-Vues-Champ-de-Mars.pdf
  ·  INDEX-Vues-Champ-de-Mars.pdf

   JPG-Vues-Champ-de-Mars
   · �01 > 25-Vues-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (25 files)

   JPG-Vues-Panoramique-Champ-de-Mars

    A-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars
    ·  A-1 > A-4-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (4 files) 

    B-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars
    ·    B-1 > B-5-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (5 files)

    C-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars
    ·  C-1 > C-3-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (3 files)

    D1-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars
    ·  D1-1�> D1-6-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (6 files)

    D2-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars
    ·  D2-1 > D2-4-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (4 files)

    E-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars
    ·  E-1�> E-4-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (4 files)

    F-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars
    ·  F-1�> F-2-Vue-Pan-Champ-de-Mars.jpg (2 files)

 3 Cartes-historiques

 ·  Carte-Historique-1717-Léry.pdf
 ·  Carte-Historique-1809-1813-Plan-Charland-Montréal.pdf
 ·  Carte-Historique-1907-Pinsonneault-1907.pdf
 ·  Carte-Historique-1949-VdMontréal-Service d’urbanisme.pdf
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appendix 8
suggested Web sItes

Bureau du patrimoine de la toponymie et de l'expertise:
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=1560,1723376&_dad=portal&_
schema=PORTAL

Centre d'histoire de Montréal: 
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=2497,3090371&_dad=portal&_
schema=PORTAL

Société de transport de Montréal:
www.stm.info/metro/index.htm 
www.stm.info/en-bref/savoirplus.htm

Arrondissement Ville-Marie:
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=87,1425295&_dad=portal&_
schema=PORTAL

Ville de Montréal - Statistiques: 
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=2076,2453911&_dad=portal&_
schema=PORTAL

Site du Vieux-Montréal:
www.vieux.montreal.qc.ca

www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=1560,1723376&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=1560,1723376&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=2497,3090371&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=2497,3090371&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.stm.info/metro/index.htm
www.stm.info/en-bref/savoirplus.htm
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=87,1425295&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=87,1425295&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=2076,2453911&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=2076,2453911&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
www.vieux.montreal.qc.ca


Réalisons Montréal 
Ville UNESCO de design

Shuko Montréal 
Ideas Competition for the Redesigning  
of the Area Surrounding the  
Champ-de-Mars Metro Station

Ville de Montréal 
bureau Design Montréal 
303, rue Notre-Dame Est, 6e étage 
Montréal (Québec) h2y 3y8 
Canada

info@realisonsmontreal.com 
realisonsmontreal.com

© ville de montréal, october 2009
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